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Literary Texts and the Greek HistorianRoutledge, 2000
This original survey explores the ways in which non-historical texts as well as historical ones can be used to construct Greek historical accounts.

Funding bodies used to be more relaxed, and when I became a graduate student I was admitted to research on ‘Greek literature and/or Roman history’. That capacious definition more...
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Game Architecture and Design: A New Edition (New Riders Games)New Riders Publishing, 2003
Game Architecture and Design: A New Edition is a revision of the classic that you have been waiting for! This is a detailed guide to game design and planning from first concept to the start of development, including case studies of well known games. Originally published in 1999, Game Architecture and Design, has been updated by the original authors...
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Field-Programmable Logic: Architectures, Synthesis and Applications: 4th International Workshop on Field-Programmable Logic and ApplicationsSpringer, 1994

	This book contains papers first presented at the 4th International Workshop on Field-
	Programmable Logic and Applications (FPL'94), held in Prague, Czech Republic,
	September 7 - 9, 1994.


	The FPL'94 workshop was organized by the Czech Technical University and the University
	of Kaiserslautern, in co-operation with IEEE...
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Renal Cell Carcinoma (Oxford American Oncology Library)Oxford University Press, 2014

	While patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma (mRCC) are now living longer with improved quality of life, the success of novel therapies for mRCC has created challenges for practicing oncologists. Many patients who initially respond to targeted therapies ultimately develop progressive disease due to acquired resistance to these agents....
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Newton: A Very Short IntroductionOxford University Press, 2007
This Very Short Introduction  uses Newton's own unpublished writings to provide fascinating insight into the man who kept the Royal Society under his thumb, was Head of the Mint, and whose contributions to our understanding of the heavens and the earth are considered by many to be unparalleled.   The author begins with the legends surrounding...
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Dog Behaviour, Evolution, and Cognition (Oxford Biology)Oxford University Press, 2008

	This is the first book to collate and synthesise the recent burgeoning primary research literature on dog behaviour, evolution and cognition. The author presents a new ecological approach to the understanding of dog behaviour, demonstrating how dogs can be the subject of rigorous and productive scientific study without the need to confine...
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Health Measurement Scales: A Practical Guide to Their Development and Use (Oxford Medical Publications)Oxford University Press, 2003

	This is the new edition of the highly successful practical guide for clinicians developing tools to measure subjective states, attitudes or non-tangible outcomes in their patients. It is widely used by people from many disciplines, who have only a limited knowledge of statistics.

	

	This thoroughly updated edition of Health...
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Energy, Transport, & the Environment: Addressing the Sustainable Mobility ParadigmSpringer, 2012

	I had the pleasure to be one of the speakers at the 2010 World Forum on Enterprise

	and the Environment, held by the Smith School of the University of Oxford. The

	participants, drawn from academia, industry, government and NGOs, were asked

	to explore the challenges and offer pathways to a sustainable, low carbon transportation...
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The China Study: The Most Comprehensive Study of Nutrition Ever Conducted And the Startling Implications for Diet, Weight Loss, And Long-term HealthBenBella Books, 2006

	Part Medical Thriller, Part Governmental Expose and Part Nutrition Manual. Dr. Campbell issues a stark warning against the imminent "Atkins Backlash". This is NOT a diet book. Consumers are bombarded with conflicting messages regarding health and nutrition; the market is flooded with popular titles like "The Atkins Diet"...
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Molecular Relaxation in LiquidsOxford University Press, 2012

	This book brings together many different relaxation phenomena in liquids under a common umbrella and provides a unified view of apparently diverse phenomena. It aligns recent experimental results obtained with modern techniques with recent theoretical developments. Such close interaction between experiment and theory in this area goes back to...
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Five Modes of Scepticism: Sextus Empiricus and the Agrippan Modes (Oxford Philosophical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2019

	Five Modes of Scepticism examines the argument forms that lie at the heart of Pyrrhonian scepticism as expressed in the writings of Sextus Empiricus. These are the Agrippan modes of disagreement, hypothesis, infinite regression, reciprocity and relativity; modes which are supposed to bring about that quintessentially sceptical...
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Synchronization of Parallel Programmes (Studies in computer science)North Oxford Academic, 1985

	The use of modular and parallel programming languages, and the development of distributed architectures is having a profound influence on computer programming and systems design; hardware and performance can now conspire to produce much higher operating speeds than could previously be achieved through sequential processing. Executing...
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